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Abstract: The Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm goes back to the class of Evolutionary Algorithms and inherits
its philosophy and concept. Possessing only three control parameters (size of population, differentiation and
recombination constants) DE has promising characteristics of robustness and convergence. In this paper we
introduce a new principle of Energetic Selection. It consists in both decreasing the population size and the
computation efforts according to an energetic barrier function which depends on the number of generation.
The value of this function acts as an energetic filter, through which can pass only individuals with lower
fitness. Furthermore, this approach allows us to initialize a population of a sufficient (large) size. This method
leads us to an improvement of algorithm convergence.

1 INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary Algorithms increasingly become the
primary method of choice for optimization problems
that are too complex to be solved by deterministic
techniques. They are universal, robust, easy to use and
inherently parallel. The huge number of applications
and continuous interest prove it during several de-
cades (Heitk̈otter and Beasley, 2000; Beasley, 1997).
In comparison with the deterministic methods Evo-
lutionary Algorithm require superficial knowledge
about the problem being solved. Generally, it is only
necessary that the algorithm is able to evaluate the ob-
jective function for a given set of input parameters.
Nevertheless, in most cases such heuristics take less
time to find the optimum than, for example, gradient
methods. One of the latest breakthroughs in the evo-
lutionary computation is theDifferential Evolutional-
gorithm.

2 DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION

Differential Evolution is a recently invented global
optimization technique (Storn and Price, 1995). It can
be classified as aniterative stochastic method. Enlar-
ging the Evolutionary Algorithms’ group, DE turns
out to be one of the bestpopulation-basedoptimizers

(Storn and Price, 1996). In the following lines we give
a brief description of DE algorithm.

An optimization problem is represented by a set of
variables. Let these variables form aD-dimensional
vector in continuous spaceX = (x1, . . . , xD) ∈ IRD.
Let there be some criterion of optimizationf(X) :

IRD → IR, usually named eitherfitnessor costfunc-
tion. Then the goal of optimization is to find the va-
lues of the variables that minimize the criterion, i.e. to
find

X∗ : f(X∗) = min
X

f(X) (1)

Often, the variables satisfy boundary constraints

L ≤ X ≤ H : L,H ∈ IRD (2)

As all Evolutionary Algorithms, DE deals with a
populationof solutions. The populationIP of a gene-
rationg hasNP vectors, so-calledindividualsof po-
pulation. Each such individual represents a potential
optimal solution.

IPg = X
g
i , i = 1, . . . , NP (3)

In turn, the individual containsD variables, so called
genes.

X
g
i = x

g
i,j , j = 1, . . . , D (4)

The population isinitialized by randomly genera-
ting individuals within the boundary constraints,

IP0 = x0
i,j = randi,j · (hj − lj) + lj (5)
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whererand function generates values uniformly in
the interval[0, 1].

Then, for eachgenerationthe individuals of a po-
pulation are updated by means of areproduction
scheme. Thereto for each individualind a set of other
individuals π is randomly extracted from a popula-
tion. To produce a new one the operations ofDifferen-
tiation andRecombinationare applied one after ano-
ther. Next, theSelectionis used to choose the best.
Now briefly consider these operations.

Here, we show a typical model of theDifferentia-
tion, others can be found in (Storn and Price, 1995).
For that, three different individualsπ = {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3}
are randomly extracted from a population. So, the re-
sult, atrial individual, is

τ = ξ3 + F · (ξ2 − ξ1) , (6)

whereF > 0 is theconstant of differentiation.
After, the trial individualτ is recombined with up-

dated oneind. TheRecombinationrepresents a typi-
cal case of a genes’ exchange. The trial one inherits
genes with some probability. Thus,

ωj =

{

τj if randj < Cr

indj otherwise
(7)

wherej = 1, . . . , D andCr ∈ [0, 1) is theconstant
of recombination.

The Selectionis realized by comparing the cost
function values of updated and trial individuals. If
the trial individual better minimizes the cost function,
then it replaces the updated one.

ind =

{

ω if f(ω) ≤ f(ind)

ind otherwise
(8)

Notice that there are only three control parameters
in this algorithm. These areNP – population size,F
andCr – constants of differentiation and recombina-
tion accordingly. As for the terminal conditions, one
can either fix the number of generationsgmax or a de-
sirable precision of a solutionV TR (value to reach).

The pattern of DE algorithm is presented in the fol-
lowing way (see algorithm 1).

3 ENERGETIC APPROACH

We introduce a new energetic approach which can
be applied to population-based optimization algo-
rithms including DE. This approach may be associa-
ted with the processes taking place in physics.

Let there exist a populationIP consisting ofNP
individuals. Let us define thepotentialof individual
as its cost function valueϕ = f(ind). Such poten-
tial shows the remoteness from the optimal solution
ϕ∗ = f(ind∗), i.e. some energetic distance (poten-
tial) that should be overcome to reach the optimum.

Algorithm 1 Differential Evolution
Require: F, Cr,NP – control parameters

initialize IP0 ← {ind1, . . . , indNP }
evaluatef(IP0)
while (terminal condition)do

for all ind ∈ IPg do
IPg → π = {ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn}

τ ← Differentiate(π, F )
ω ← Recombine(τ, Cr)

ind ← Select(ω, ind)
end for
g ← g + 1

end while

Then, the population can be characterized by super-
ior and inferior potentialsϕmax = max f(indi) and
ϕmin = min f(indi). As the population evaluates the
individuals take more optimal energetic positions, the
closest possible to the optimum level. So ift → ∞
thenϕmax(t) → ϕmin(t) → ϕ∗, wheret is an ele-
mentary step of evolution. Approaching the optimum,
apart from stagnation cases (Lampinen and Zelinka,
2000), can be as well expressed byϕmax → ϕmin

or (ϕmax −ϕmin) → 0. By introducing thepotential
differenceof population△ϕ(t) = ϕmax(t)−ϕmin(t)
the condition of optimality is represented as

△ϕ(t) → 0 (9)

In other words, the optimum is achieved when the po-
tential difference is closed to0 or to some desired
precisionε. The value△ϕ(t) is proportional to the
algorithmic efforts, which are necessary to find the
optimal solution.

Thus, theactionA done by the algorithm in order
to pass from one statet1 to anothert2 is

A(t1, t2) =

∫ t2

t1

△ϕ(t)dt (10)

We introduce then thepotential energyof popula-
tion Ep that describes total computational expenses.

Ep =

∫ ∞

0

△ϕ(t)dt (11)

Notice that the equation (11) graphically repre-
sents the areaSp between two functionsϕmax(t) and
ϕmin(t).

Let us remind that our purpose is to increase the
algorithmconvergence. Logically, the convergence is
proportional to computational efforts. It is obvious the
less is potential energyEp the less computational ef-
forts are needed. Thus, by decreasing the potential
energyEp ≡ Sp we augment the convergence rate
of the algorithm. Hence, the convergence increasing
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FIG. 1 – Energetic approach.

aim transforms into a problem of potential energy mi-
nimization (orSp minimization).

E∗

p = min
△ϕ(t)

Ep(△ϕ(t)) (12)

4 NEW ENERGETIC SELECTION
PRINCIPLE

4.1 Idea

We apply the above introducedEnergetic Approach
to the DE algorithm. As an elementary evolution step
t we choose agenerationg.

In order to increase the convergence rate we mini-
mize the potential energy of populationEp (fig.1). For
that a supplementary procedure is introduced at the
end of each generationg. The main idea is to replace
the superior potentialϕmax(g) by so calledenergetic
barrier functionβ(g). Such function artificially plays
down the potential difference of generation△ϕ(g).

β(g) ≤ ϕmax(g), ∀g ∈ [1, gmax] (13)

From an algorithmic point of view this function
β(g) serves as anenergetic filterfor the individuals
passing into the next generation. Thus, only the indi-
viduals with potentials less than the current energetic
barrier value can participate in the next evolutionary
cycle (fig.2).

Practically, it leads to the decrease of the popula-
tion sizeNP by rejecting individuals which violate
the condition (14).

f(ind) ≤ β(g) (14)

4.2 Energetic Barriers

Here, we show some examples of the energetic bar-
rier function. At the beginning we outline the va-
riables which this function should depend on. Firstly,
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FIG. 2 – Energetic filter.

this is the generation variableg, which provides a
passage from one evolutionary cycle to the other. Se-
condly, it should be the superior potentialϕmax(g)
that presents the upper bound of the barrier func-
tion. And thirdly, it should be the inferior potential
ϕmin(g) ensuring the low bound of the barrier func-
tion (fig.3).
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FIG. 3 – Energetic barrier function.

Linear energetic barriers. The simplest example
is the use of a proportional function. It is easy to ob-
tain by multiplying eitherϕmin(g) or ϕmax(g) on a
constantK.

In the first case, the valueϕmin(g) is always stored
in the program as the current best value of the cost
function. So, the energetic barrier looks like

β1(g) = K · ϕmin(g), K > 1 (15)

The constantK is selected to satisfy the energetic bar-
rier condition (13).

In the second case, firstly a little procedure is ne-
cessary to find superior potential (maximal cost func-
tion value of the population)ϕmax(g). Here, the ener-
getic barrier is

β2(g) = K · ϕmax(g), K < 1 (16)
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K should not be too small in order to provide a
smooth decrease of the population sizeNP .

An advanced example would be a superposition of
the potentials.

β3(g) = K · ϕmin(g) + (1 − K) · ϕmax(g) (17)

So, withK < 1 the energetic barrier function is al-
ways found between the potential functions. Now, by
adjustingK it is easier to get the smoothed reduction
of the population without condition violation (13).
Examples of the energetic barrier functions are shown
on the figure (fig.4).
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FIG. 4 – Linear energetic barriers.

Nonlinear energetic barriers. As we can see the
main difficulty of using the linear barriers appears
when we try to define correctly the barrier function in
order to provide a desired dynamics of the population
reduction. Taking into consideration thatϕmax →
ϕmin when the algorithm converges, the ideal choice
for the barrier function is a function which begins at
a certain value betweenϕmin(0) and ϕmax(0) and
converges toϕmax(gmax).

Thereto, we propose an exponential functionK(g)

K(g) = Kl + (Kh − Kl) · e
(− T

gmax
·g) (18)

This function smoothly converges fromKh to Kl.
The constantT , so calledtemperature, controls the
convergence rate. The functional dependence on the
temperature constantK(T ) is represented on the fi-
gure (fig.5).

By substituting the constantK in the equations (15-
17) for the exponential function (18) we can supply
the energetic barrier function with improved turning
(fig.6).

4.3 Advantages

Firstly, such principle of energetic selection per-
mits to initialize the population of a sufficiently large

FIG. 5 – Exponential functionK(g, T ).
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FIG. 6 – Nonlinear energetic barrier.

size. This fact leads to better (careful) exploration of
a search space on the initial generations as well as it
augments the probability of finding the global opti-
mum.

Secondly, the introduction of the energetic barrier
function decreases the potential energy of the popula-
tion and thereby increases the algorithm convergence.

Thirdly, a double selection principle is applied. The
first one is a usual DE selection for each individual of
a population. Here, there is no reduction of the po-
pulation size. And the second one is a selection of the
best individuals which pass in the next generation, ac-
cording to the energetic barrier function. It leads to the
reduction of the population size.

Remark. Notice that a considerable reduction of
the population size occurs at the beginning of the
evolutionary process. For more efficient exploitation
of this fact a population should be initialized with
greatly larger sizeNP0 than usually. Then, when the
population shrinks to a certain sizeNPf , it is neces-
sary to stop the energetic selection procedure. This
forced stopping is explained by possible stagnation
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and not enough efficient search in a small size popu-
lation (Lampinen and Zelinka, 2000; Price, 2003).

5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS

In order to test our approach we chose three test
functions (19) from a standard test suite for Evolutio-
nary Algorithms (Whitley et al., 1996). The first two
functions, Spheref1 and Rosenbrock’s functionf2,
are classical De Jong testbads (Jong, 1975). Sphere
is a ”dream” of every optimization algorithm. It is
smooth, unimodal and symmetric function. The per-
formance on the Sphere function is a measure of the
general efficiency of the algorithm. Whereas the Ro-
senbrock’s function is a nightmare. It has a very nar-
row ridge. The tip of the ridge is very sharp and it runs
around a parabola. The third function, Rotated Ellip-
soidf3, is a true quadratic non separable optimization
problem.

f1(X) =

3
∑

i=1

x2
i

f2(X) = 100(x2
1 − x2)

2 + (1 − x1)
2

f3(X) =

20
∑

i=1





i
∑

j=1

xj





2
(19)

We fixed the differentiationF and recombination
Cr constants the same for all functions.F = 0.5. Re-
combinationCr = 0 (there is no recombination) in
order to make the DE algorithm rotationally invariant
(Salomon, 1996; Price, 2003). The terminal condition
of algorithm is a desirable precision of optimal solu-
tion V TR (value to reach). It is fixed for all tests as
V TR = 1.0e − 6. We count thenumber of function
evaluationsNFE needed to reach theV TR. The ini-
tial data are shown in the table 1.

fi D NP NP0 NPf K
1 3 30 90 25 0.50
2 2 40 120 28 0.75
3 20 200 600 176 0.15

TAB . 1 – Initial test data.

For DE with energetic selection principle the initial
population size was chosen three times larger than in
the classical DE scheme :NP0 = 3 ·NP . The forced
stopping was applied if the current population became
smaller thanNP . HenceNPf ≤ NP . As an energe-
tic barrier function the linear barrierβ3(g) was selec-
ted (17). So,K is an adjusting parameter for barrier
turning.D is the dimension of test functions.

The average results of 10 runs for both the classical
DE scheme and DE with energetic selection principle
are summarized in the table 2.

fi NFEcl NFEes δ, %
1 1088.7 912.4 16,19
2 1072.9 915.3 14,69
3 106459.8 94955.6 10,81

TAB . 2 – Comparison the classical DE scheme (cl)
and DE with energetic selection principle (es).

The numbers of function evaluations (NFE’s)
were compared. It is considered thatNFEcl value
is equal to 100% therefore the relative convergence
amelioration in percentage wise can be defined as

δ = 1 −
NFEes

NFEcl

(20)

Thus,δ may be interpreted as the algorithm improve-
ment.

6 CONCLUSION

The variation of the population size of population-
based search procedures presents a rather promising
trend. In this article we have examined its decrease.
The proposed energetic approach explains a theore-
tical aspect of such population reduction. The effi-
ciency of the new energetic selection principle ba-
sed on this energetic approach is illustrated by the
example of the DE algorithm. The given innovation
provides more careful exploration of a search space
and leads to the convergence improvement. Thus, the
probability of the global optimum finding is increa-
sed. Further works are carried on the methods of in-
creasing the population size.
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